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Compressed Air Sprayers
Courses Taken: 691
Understand how a compressed air sprayer works, troubleshoot
common mechanical problems, and properly use and maintain
your equipment.

Common Spiders &
Their Management
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Q2 2021 saw a record number of
ProTraining courses taken on
PestWeb.com. Here are the top
10 and how the rankings
changed from Q1 2021.

Top
ProTraining
Courses

Courses Taken: 669
Identify common spiders, recognize which spiders are
medically important, and know the different
approaches to managing spiders that build webs.

Q2 2021

Ranking Increased X
Spots

No Change
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X

X Ranking Decreased X
Spots

The EPA was
established on

December 2, 1970 due
to heightened public

concerns about
deteriorating city air

and water quality.

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Courses Taken: 640
Understand the general requirements of OSHA’s standard and be
able to select the appropriate PPE for protection against injuries,
infectious diseases and chemical exposure.
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Ant Biology & Management
Courses Taken: 533
Identify the common pest ant species, understand the
importance of inspection, and recognize when the application of
baits and non-repellent or repellent products are appropriate..
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Pesticides & the
Environment
Courses Taken: 657
The EPA  approves and registers pesticides
after it is determined they won’t have adverse
effects on humans, non-target species and the
environment when used according to the label.
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Insect Application: Equipment &
Simple Calculations
Courses Taken: 633
Learn to select the appropriate application
equipment based on formulation or desired droplet
size and calculate simple space treatment.

5 N/A

New to
Rankings
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New to
Rankings
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Animal Classification: Everything in
its Order
Courses Taken: 363
This course is a basic introduction to taxonomy, the
purpose being to better understand what pests really
are and how they relate to each other.

Mosquito-Borne Diseases &
Adult Management
Courses Taken: 383
Identify the important mosquito-borne
diseases, recognize common forms of adult
mosquito and disease surveillance, and learn 
different methods of adulticide application.
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Rodent Biology, Behavior & Mgmt.
Courses Taken: 528
Identify commensal rodents, recognize the diseases they
carry, understand how rodents sense and navigate their
environment and then recommend the proper
management methods.

Nearly 700 million
people

worldwide contract
a mosquito-borne
illness each year.

Don't forget! You can prepare for the ACE
exam with the Veseris ACE Prep Series. Visit
PestWeb.com to learn more.
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Courses Taken: 352
Learn how to store, transport and dispose of
pesticides properly.

Pesticide Storage, Transport &
Disposal

New to
Rankings

New to
Rankings
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